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Andrew has been Deputy Head Master at Downside since
September 2008. He became Acting Head in January of this year
and becomes Head Master in September. He was educated at
Worth School and read classics at Magdalene College, Cambridge,
where he also gained a blue for rugby. He began his teaching career
at Hurstpierpoint College before moving to Canford School in
1992, where he was Head of Classics and then a House Master.
He is married to Damaris, who is a physiotherapist,
and they have four children, all of whom have
benefited from a Downside education.
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Welcome

“I am thrilled to be
taking on the role
of Head Master and
am excited about
the journey ahead.
Downside is a very
special place and I
look forward to
building on the
strong foundation
of excellence
that ensures our
pupils continue
to enter into the
world as powerful
ambassadors for
good.”

Welcome
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Andrew and Damaris Hobbs

FROM THE NEW HEAD MASTER…
This has been a significant year for Downside which has
provided considerable opportunity for growth and change.
I feel very privileged to have been appointed Head Master
from September and I am fully committed to building on
the strong tradition of excellence at the School, which is
rooted in our Catholic and Benedictine foundations.
In this edition of the Downside Diary, we are focussing
on how we encourage our pupils to embrace ‘A Life
Fully Lived’, by developing their unique and different
talents to reach their full potential. Our pupils achieve so
much individually and together, but it is not from those
achievements that they derive their value or feelings of
self-worth. Each individual at Downside is valued for being
who they are, rather than what they have achieved or
acquired. In a world which seems to focus more and
more on material wealth and celebrity, where self-interest
and self-promotion are openly encouraged, we are not
afraid to adopt a counter cultural position. Our pupils
recognise how important it is to respond to the needs
of others and how, in doing so, rather than diminishing
themselves in any way, their lives are enriched and fulfilled
both as individuals and as a community. There is not a
culture of ego here. There is pride in performance, but
humility in taking on the task. Our Head Girl and Head
Boy for 2018/19, Lucy Pughe-Morgan and Oscar Healy,
embody these values and I look forward to working
closely with them next year (page 10).

EDITORIAL
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Editorial

During the course of this year I have spoken to the pupils
about how we can use our mistakes and failures to learn
and grow. The daily – and digital – challenges of the
modern world can appear to be ever-increasing, so it is
imperative that our young people have the resilience and
mindset to ensure they are properly equipped to take
on the challenges they meet on their journey to fulfilling
their ambitions and potential. The Stoic philosophers of
the Ancient World knew a thing or two about the value
of a positive mindset and it is worth re-examining their
outlook, as we ask what might seem a slightly surprising
question: What Do St Benedict and TV’s Derren Brown
Have In Common? (page 42).

In other features we have looked at ways in which we
prepare our pupils to contribute to society through a
variety of activities such as crafting rhetorical debate (page
62) or by attending the Sixth Form lecture series, which
this year included speakers Sir Konrad Schiemann and
Jacob Rees-Mogg (page 52) who spoke on Sovereignty
and Brexit. Science is thriving. It’s easy to see why so
many of our pupils engage with it so enthusiastically at all
levels and we’re delighted to have witnessed the impact
of newly refurbished chemistry laboratories (page 20);
our new Artist-in-Residence has discovered a number of
budding young animators (page 32); and the introduction
of Science Scope will aid our aspirational computer
coders (page 38). We’ve also celebrated some of the
quirkier aspects of Downside life, with the live broadcast
of May Morning Madrigals from the rooftops on BBC
Radio Somerset, and a wonderful televised series featuring
Downside in Meditations from the Monastery on BBC Four
and BBC Radio 3 earlier in the year (page 36).
We do not view the values and behaviours learnt and
‘caught’ at Downside so much as a stepping stone
to life beyond the School, but rather as the keystone
upon which that life can be built, providing a firm and
solid foundation. We are proud that our alumni are
widely regarded as powerful ambassadors for good
and our ongoing relationship with them is of enormous
importance to us. The award of the Old Gregorian
Medal, established in 2014, has been a wonderful
way to celebrate the contribution of those who have
demonstrated a significant and selfless commitment to
serving the needs of others beyond their time at school
(page 12). The winners of this most prestigious award
exemplify the values we are encouraging and nurturing in
our pupils and provide them with a wonderful example to
which to aspire.
Andrew Hobbs

Editorial
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PASTORAL
CLAIRE…
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Pastoral Claire

Pastoral Claire
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PASTORAL
CLAIRE…
AT DOWNSIDE, WE ENCOURAGE OUR PUPILS TO HAVE A GENUINE CONCERN FOR THE GOOD OF OTHERS.
WE BELIEVE THAT OUR PUPILS NOT ONLY ASPIRE TO BE AS GOOD AS THEY CAN BE BUT ALSO AS KIND AS
THEY CAN BE: THIS IS FELT BY ALL WHO VISIT. THERE IS A DISTINCTIVE COMMUNITY SPIRIT, WHICH IS NOT
SURPRISING GIVEN THAT A LARGE PROPORTION OF PUPILS AT DOWNSIDE ARE FULL-BOARDERS.
CLAIRE MURPHY HAS BEEN DIRECTOR OF PASTORAL CARE SINCE JANUARY 2018. AN EXPERIENCED
PASTORAL LEADER, CLAIRE WAS HOUSE MISTRESS OF ISABELLA HOUSE FOR ELEVEN YEARS, HELPING TO
OVERSEE THE INTRODUCTION OF COEDUCATION TO DOWNSIDE.
WE SPOKE TO CLAIRE ABOUT HER ROLE IN HELPING TO CREATE THE SPECIAL ATMOSPHERE THAT PERVADES
LIFE AT DOWNSIDE.

What does your job entail?
My job is hugely varied, no two days are the
same. I work with a strong and committed
pastoral team of House Masters and House
Mistresses and the Head of Nursing to ensure
each pupil is safe, cared for and valued. This is not as
easy as it sounds but all the staff in the school want the
very best for each pupil and play a part in this, from making sure
everyone has clean clothes to wear, to giving top-quality medical
care or supporting pupils through the stressful exam season. Pastoral
care is a jigsaw with the pupils at the centre. Every piece needs to fit
perfectly and my job is making sure that every piece is there.
Tell us about your Downside journey so far.
This is my twelfth year at Downside. I started in Caverel House
and watched Isabella House being built. I am very privileged and

fortunate to work in a school that allows me
to pursue the things I enjoy too and hopefully
inspire pupils to step out of their comfort
zone and try something new. The South West
of England is a beautiful part of the country and
I like nothing better than to be outdoors, walking
up and down hills, across moors, sailing and canoeing, all
of which I am able to do while supporting the CCF and Duke of
Edinburgh Award Scheme. This year, being able to be part of the
Ten Tors training team was an incredible experience, and celebrating
success with each individual who crossed the finish line was a real
highlight. Easter Camp is always great fun and for many, the first time
they have experienced navigating in challenging conditions or truly
worked as a team to achieve a goal. I am also an archery instructor
and, although I will never quite be at the same standard as Mr. Potter,
a.k.a. Robin Hood, I enjoy teaching this niche sport and watching

pupils make incredible progress in a short space of time.
I am always looking to try something new, so ideas are
very welcome!
Tell us about your vision for the role.
Pastoral care is so important that we should constantly strive
to improve and build on the provision we have. Every pupil
will have different needs and these change throughout their
school career, so we all need to be ready to give the right
support at the right time. For me, the most important input
for improving pastoral care comes from the pupils, and I
want to give pupils a feeling that their voice is always valued,
needed and wanted. We already have formal and informal

What’s the best thing about Downside?
For me, Downside is an amazing school, place of work and a
home. I have grown as a person, not only in experience (and
age) but also in my spirituality. It is a vibrant community and I
feel extremely lucky to work with such committed and talented
colleagues who are all in possession of a fine sense of humour!
The pupils make the school what it is, and every day, someone
makes me smile, whether they are just saying good morning
or popping into my office for biscuits or to tell me how their
day has been. I am always struck by the kindness, compassion
and joy shown by Downside pupils, who work hard to achieve
their own goals but also make sure they look after the needs of
others. As a mother of four Downside pupils, I am also proud

“GIVING PUPILS TRAINING TO BE ABLE TO TAKE
ON RESPONSIBILITY IS A KEY TO PERSONAL
GROWTH AND COMMUNITY LIVING, AND THIS
IS NOT JUST FOR SENIOR PREFECTS BUT FOR
ANY YEAR GROUP. ”
mechanisms for this but I am constantly looking to pupils
to come up with ideas. I will be running a course for pupil
mentors: these are individuals who want to be able to help
others and mentor their peers or younger pupils who need
some support or simply a friendly face. I will also be looking
for safeguarding champions in each house who want to help
embed safeguarding in their own boarding house. Giving
pupils training to be able to take on responsibility is a key to
personal growth and community living, and this is not just for
senior prefects but for any year group.

of what the school has done for my children, inside and outside
the classroom, instilling a love of learning, good moral values,
independence and a desire to contribute to society; as a parent,
I could not have asked for more.
For me, life is to be enjoyed, not endured, and I love what I
do. From the minute I walk in, often before the boarders are
out of bed, to the minute I go home, my life at Downside
is fulfilling, challenging and great fun. I am surrounded by
wonderful people with a common purpose and a desire to
make the most of every day. What could be better than that?

“PASTORAL CARE IS A JIGSAW WITH THE PUPILS AT THE
CENTRE, EVERY PIECE NEEDS TO FIT PERFECTLY AND MY
JOB IS MAKING SURE THAT EVERY PIECE IS THERE.”
8

Pastoral Claire

Pastoral Claire
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TEAM AT
THE TOP

"THERE IS PRIDE IN PERFORMANCE,
BUT HUMILITY IN TAKING ON THE TASK.
OUR HEAD GIRL AND HEAD BOY FOR
2018/19 EMBODY THESE VALUES."

10 Team at the top

WE WERE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT LUCY PUGHE-MORGAN
AND OSCAR HEALY HAVE BEEN
APPOINTED AS HEAD GIRL AND HEAD
BOY RESPECTIVELY FOR THE 2018/19
ACADEMIC YEAR.
Lucy, of Caverel House, is currently studying
A Levels in Religious Studies, French and
English. She aspires to study English when
she leaves Downside and is hoping to apply
to Cambridge and Durham next academic
year. Outside of the classroom, Lucy
plays a range of sports, is a Lectio group
leader, and sings in the Schola Cantorum.
A talented actor, Lucy wowed audiences
earlier this year with her performance of
Fantine in Les Misérables. She is also the
School’s Social Editor for Tatler magazine!
Oscar, of Barlow House, is studying Physics,
Maths and Further Maths; he also has a
very keen interest in Latin. Like Lucy, Oscar
is also heavily involved in the musical life of
Downside School and takes an active role
in drama productions as well as singing in
the Schola Cantorum and Mixed Chamber
Choir. He says of his future ambitions,
“I would like to study Engineering at
university, where I hope to continue with
choral singing one day.” Oscar has made
the most of the extensive grounds at
Downside with his keen interest in crosscountry running.

Team at the top
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PAST WINNERS

THE
OG MEDAL
In 2014, we celebrated the 200th anniversary of the arrival of the
Monastic Community (and School) in Stratton-on-the-Fosse. At the
same time, we introduced the ‘Old Gregorian Medal’ to provide
an annual opportunity to celebrate alumni who have made an
outstanding contribution to society as a whole, displaying exemplary
kindness and compassion towards others. In short, living their lives
with Benedictine values at the core.
The ‘Gregorian Medal’ has been awarded annually – since 1856
– to an outstanding pupil who has acted with dignity
throughout their time at Downside, setting a good example
to their peers and pupils in lower year groups.

12 The OG Medal

2014
Jake Francis-Jones (B55)
Jake is known to many OGs for his
tireless efforts to support the OG
community. His work in establishing
the ‘Bruised Reeds’ has helped
many through the years, and his
wonderful personality has mobilised
others to assist one another. As we
are aware, this is certainly the first,
and may still be the only, alumni
association that specifically recognises the need to support their
members through the rough times as well as the good times. Jake
received the first Old Gregorian Medal for his outstanding devotion
to the cause of helping others.

2015
Martin Kochanski (U72)
Martin has used his gifts and
education as a mathematician and
computer expert to bring the
Prayer of the Church and the Mass
and the Scripture readings for each
day into easy reach for everyone.
Professional religious people like
me might have been expected to
do that, but we didn’t, so this year’s
recipient of the Old Gregorian Medal did it himself. If you don’t know
the site Universalis go and find it today; better still, purchase and
download the beautiful App and you will be sponsoring our Polish
scholars. (Taken from Dom Leo’s speech at Prize Day 2015)

2015
Emmanuel de Merode (C88)
Emmanuel de Merode was
appointed Director of Virunga
National Park by the Congolese
government on 1st August 2008.
Virunga lies near the nexus of one
of Africa’s most violent and lawless
regions: more than six million people
have died as a consequence of
conflict, including some of the park’s
rangers. Emmanuel is determined to generate jobs in the region, which
in time will bring stability, using the natural resources of the park to
develop tourism, energy, sustainable agriculture and fisheries. He has
led a team of rangers on a project to preserve this refuge of Mountain
Gorillas and other remarkable wildlife in the middle of a civil war
and at great risk. In recent years 120 Rangers have been killed, and
Emmanuel was himself shot and seriously injured in April 2014. You can
see Emmanuel give a TED talk (TEDxWWF – Emmanuel De Merode:
A Story of Conflict Renewal & Hope); you will be struck by his humility
and great appreciation for those he leads. We should be very proud of
him and his team.

2016
Martin Appleby (S50)
Over many years Martin has used
his sound business and financial
knowledge to help a wide range of
charitable and other organisations
in a way that never seeks to draw
attention to himself. He has been
one of our governors, chairman of
the Amazon Trust, the Van Neste
Foundation, St James’ Priory and a
Trustee of the Clifton Diocese and the Franciscan Missionaries of
the Divine Motherhood. Declan, Bishop of Clifton, has written: ‘In all
of this Martin showed his great love for the Church and the mission of
the Diocese. It was indeed an expression of his faith put into action.’
2017
Edward Fitzgerald (B70)
Described as ‘a true intellectual
giant – a top-class extradition and
appellate lawyer’, Old Gregorian,
Edward Fitzgerald QC, was named
as Human Rights and Public Law
Silk of the Year (Chambers Bar
Awards 2013). He has defended
the indefensible, including, Myra
Hindley, John Venables and Abu
Quatada, and although not pleading for their innocence, making sure
that they are treated fairly in a modern democracy.

The OG Medal
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2018 Old Gregorian Medallist Chris Dick (C53).
This year Chris Dick (C53)
was nominated by his peers.
Chris was nominated for the
decades he has spent working
to support and help those from
disadvantaged backgrounds. First
with Centrepoint – a charity
that supports homeless young
people – and then with the
charity Training for Life, which
helped deprived young people
back into full time education
or employment. From 2006
he was a trustee and was then
appointed as an ambassador of
the charity Depaul International
that helps the poorest of the
poor in world-wide projects.
In 2001 he became a trustee
and chairman of the Downside
Fisher Youth Club. He retired
from this role in 2011, but still
actively supports the Club.

Throughout his involvement in the
Club (Fisher Youth), Chris was a
moderniser – for example, one of
the great changes he brought in
was to admit girls as full members.
However, he always did everything
in a gentle and humble way,
regularly turning up at the Club
on his bike. He worked tirelessly to
fundraise and introduce new ideas
to the Club – and still does so,
long after handing over the reins
in 2011. Congratulations Chris. A
very worthy winner!
Rupert Orchard (R74)

14 The OG Medal

Tell us about your journey. When did you realise that you wanted
to work with those from disadvantaged backgrounds? Which A
Levels did you opt to study at school?
At school I was neither particularly academic nor sporting. I thought
that I wanted to be a doctor and as there were around 10 other
boys similarly inclined, a “doctor’s class” was formed to study Physics,
Chemistry and Biology at A Level. Sadly, at year’s end a few of
us did not achieve the right grades; some decided to retake the
exams, but I decided to join the Army to do my National Service.
On the sporting front I was a stalwart member of the more social
3rd XV rugger team and enjoyed squash, swimming and diving in
the Allan Bath. I was never consciously aware of wanting to work
with disadvantaged people, but I suppose some of the Benedictine
ethos to care about less able members of the community must have
rubbed off on me.

If you were a pupil at Downside today, with a desire to help those
in need, where would you begin?
Firstly, I would need to recognise how lucky and privileged I was not
only to be receiving such an excellent education and start to my life,
but also that I have a place that I can call home. I would then think
about the many young people out there in this country or overseas
who do not even have a home. What can I do to make a difference
to their lives?
Maybe, you could volunteer; there will always be a charity near to
your home that needs help. Think about what skills you can offer.
One young London-based OG used to come to play chess with
some of the young people in the club. Why not just go around
to any charity and ask if you can help; that’s how I started with
Centrepoint.

Before getting involved in charitable work, you had a successful
In this edition of the Downside Diary, we’re exploring the meaning
career in the military and in business.
of a ‘Life Fully Lived’ and the practical ways in which we can keep
It was when I joined the Army that I realised how lucky I was to have
ourselves buoyant throughout the highs and lows. What advice do
had such an amazing and privileged education. I was in the Royal Tank
you have for pupils as they set out on their journey?
Regiment and in a tank you share a small
For a ‘Life to be Fully Lived’ you need to
living space with your fellow crewmen who
be a people’s person; listen and learn from
come from very different backgrounds; we
other people, think about how you can help
would work as a team and get to know
other people especially those not so able to
For a ‘Life to be Fully Lived’
each other’s strengths and weaknesses.
help themselves. But remember, just because
I progressed from commanding a troop
you have had a marvellous and privileged
you need to be a people’s
of four tanks to the privileged position of
background does not mean that you are a
person;
listen
and
learn
from
commanding a Regiment of 80 armoured
‘better’ person! In helping other people you
other people, think about how will also be learning about yourself and, if
vehicles and 700 men of all ranks. My final
job in the Army was as the Director for
needed, others will rally round to help you.
you can help other people
the new main battle tank that came into
You will be surprised how much satisfaction
especially
those
not
so
able
to
service as the Challenger. Throughout my
you will get yourself from helping others.
help themselves.
career I was always conscious of the needs
of my men and their families: people really
How do you feel about being awarded the
mattered to me.
OG medal?
It is a huge honour to have been awarded
Following my Army career I worked for
the OG medal and I was particularly pleased
a company called Linguaphone, promoting home study language
that I was selected for my work with the Downside Fisher Youth
learning courses throughout Eastern Europe after the collapse of
Club as it is now known. Could I urge all OGs and other friends
the Iron Curtain, before working in property. Again, I was working
of Downside to look at the website www.downside-fisher.org to
with people who had a very different background, listening to their
see what the club is all about. Downside can be justifiably proud
needs and learning about commerce. Our head office was near to
of the charitable work that is being done in their name to help
one of the Centrepoint hostels for young homeless people, and I felt
disadvantaged young people in South East London.
inclined to volunteer to work night shifts. I met young people who
had experienced much tragedy in their short lives; I learned not to
be judgemental, but to use the experiences that I had had in my life
to try and help them better their lot. I also learned about the evils of
taking drugs that were the ruin of so many young lives.

The OG Medal
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Depictions of humans collecting honey
from wild bees date as far back as
10,000 years ago, and the practice has
been closely associated with monastic
life for a long time.
At Downside, we’re immensely proud
of our beautiful grounds on the
top of the Mendip Hills, an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. At times
it can feel exposed to the elements,
but, in the warmer months it is a joy to
live and work in such a beautiful place.
Perhaps it should be of no surprise that
within a rural environment such as this,
a number of the staff have taken up
the art of beekeeping in this wonderful
monastic setting.
We followed ICT Network Manager,
Adam Evans, Senior Science Technician,
Merille Ryder, and Finance Manager,
Mark Jones, during their lunchbreak in
early-May to see how it works.

BEST F R

WELL-‘BEE’ING
16 Best for well-'bee'ing

Best for well-'bee'ing
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BEST FOR

WELL-‘BEE’ING
Why did you start beekeeping?
AE: Brother Robert started talking to me
about bees when he came down for a
coffee one day, and then we helped him out
extracting the honey from his hives and I
was hooked! After learning more about the
decline in the bee-population, I felt inclined
to give something back to the environment
and help in some way. Also, I’m scared of
bees and wasps and thought this might be a
good way to overcome my fears!
MR: As Senior Science Technician, it
became part of my job. However, it is an
enjoyable part and the challenges have
been interesting. I had to overcome a
small amount of fear initially as a full hive
of buzzing bees defending their honey
was intimidating, but some experience
and knowledge plus the support of other
beekeepers helped a lot and now the bees
seem to accept me more readily.
MJ: My wife and I got into beekeeping at the
same time as it’s a hobby that we can enjoy
together. It turned out to be much more
challenging and enjoyable than it first appears.

18 Best for well-'bee'ing

Do you need to look after them in
the harsh weather? How would you
find the motivation?
MJ: I’m out in the harsh weather anyway,
not just beekeeping. Other than feeding
them once or twice during the winter the
general rule is not to touch them unless it’s
t-shirt weather, which means our season is
April to September only.
MR: Thankfully, the bees stay in their hive in
harsh weather so once we’ve ‘put them to
bed’ at the start of winter we don’t really
disturb them.
What equipment do you need to get
into beekeeping? Is it expensive?
AE: It can be when first starting off. Firstly,
you need to source a hive and bees,
which will cost around £500, plus all of
the equipment. You’ll need a protective
suit, gloves, and wellies, plus tools such as a
beehive tool, smoker, and treatment for pests.

Any tips on how to cope with bee-stings?
MR: We try to avoid getting stung by
wearing the bee suit, gloves and wellies.
Additionally, honey bee stings release
pheromones that prompt other nearby
bees to attack so we really don’t want to
provoke the bees into stinging if possible.
I’ve been lucky in only being stung once
and it calmed down after a couple of hours.
AE: Yes, you have to change your gloves if
you get stung, otherwise, next time they’ll
pick up and you’ll get stung again!
How can those interested learn more?
MR: Join a local group: the experienced
beekeepers are very friendly and generous
with their acquired knowledge.
MJ: Most local beekeeping groups run
beginners courses, usually from February
to April. Most of these courses offer some
practical experience at the end to find out
if you’re comfortable handling bees, or not;
this is how many of us got started.

DIGGING
INTO THE
ARCHIVES
A number of Sixth Form pupils spent time working with the Abbey Library team in
transcribing the letters of Francis Raymund James (R1912), earlier in the academic year.
The letters document his time on the Western Front, during The Great War. The letters
were annotated by Raymund following his return from the front.
The project provided the pupils with a chance to use primary sources and develop their
independent research skills, especially useful for university when they leave.
The pupils were initially involved in the summer term on a short-term basis but it proved so
successful that it evolved into a longer commemoration project. The pupils even spoke on
the BBC Radio Somerset Breakfast programme about the experience of working first-hand
with the materials….some practical investigative journalistic experience for their CV, too!
If you know someone who might be keen to learn more about Sixth Form at Downside,
encourage them to come to our A Level Subject Fair in the Michaelmas term.

Digging into the archives
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What have you been up to this year in
the Science department?
A lot! The main focus for the year has been
ensuring that all pupils are settled with the
new A Level and GCSE courses, with
the introduction of a new, rigorous 9-1
Combined Science, and developing topicspecific booklets to aid pupils' learning at
GCSE and A Level. Science is flourishing at
Downside and we’re pleased to have two
sets in each of the sciences for A Level. With
pupils and staff recently taking part in lectures on the
Bloodhound SSC and Aeronautical Engineering, it’s nice to
feel as though the appetite for learning doesn’t diminish.
We were all incredibly excited about the refurbishment of our
Chemistry Labs during the Michaelmas Term – they look fantastic!
Our pupils are really able to benefit from using these effective
spaces for their practical work; they are also a nice place to simply
sit and learn.

We have welcomed a number of new staff into the
faculty: Mr Hunt as Head of Chemistry; Mr Edge
as Head of PE; Dr Leatherbarrow as a Teacher
of Chemistry; Mr Worsman as Teacher of
Physics and Biology; and Miss Partridge and
Mrs Sahi as Biology teachers. We’ve also
welcomed Mr Moreno and Miss Edwards as
teachers of academic PE.
Dr Leatherbarrow has re-invigorated the Medics’
Society and we are extremely proud of Niamh and
Stephanie for receiving multiple offers to read Medicine
at university. Similarly, we are proud of Tristan and Olli for their
offers to read Biology and Earth Sciences at Oxford. I’m really proud
of staff and pupils within the department who have spent time taking
part in additional tutorials and support sessions to ensure our pupils
are in the best possible position to achieve the top grades.
We have also started to deliver science assemblies in local primary
schools as part of our outreach – we’ve displayed a variety of >>

THE APPLIANCE OF

SCIENCE
SCIENCE HAS GONE FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH AT
DOWNSIDE IN RECENT YEARS. OUR HEAD OF SCIENCE,
PAUL RIGBY, TALKS ABOUT THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN
THE DEPARTMENT.

20 The appliance of science
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demonstrations from the Van der Graaf generator to the
fun ‘plastic bag and wine glass’ trick, and from air bazookas
to a hovercraft! We’ve also started welcoming primary
school pupils to Downside to explore forensic science;
this has involved solving a classic whodunit, using various
forensic techniques such as examining fibres, analysing inks
and testing for sugar, salt and aspirin.

THE APPLIANCE OF

SCIENCE

What was available during Science Week?
Science Week has grown exponentially and now has
branched out to collaborate with other subjects to offer
a broader, holistic experience. The pupils were able to
combine the following: an exploration of Poetry in Science
(English); learning about Model Cardiovascular Systems (PE);
as well as a debate between Mr Grinsell and Mr Walters
(RS). We also hosted a Quantum Breakfast each morning,
during which pupils could watch an introductory lecture
from top universities – such as MIT.
Pupils throughout the school took part. Younger pupils took
part in Forensic Science and a ‘Worm Charming’ project,
whilst Upper Sixth Form pupils learnt about Knitting
Neurons. Third and Fourth Form pupils enjoyed a Physics
Show and fireworks in the classroom(!).
What kind of support (extra development) is available
to the gifted and talented within Science?
We run a range of groups and support sessions to enable
our gifted and talented pupils to explore topics at an
advanced level. >>

22 The applicance of science
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We run the Wallingford Society for our A Level pupils as a
platform to discuss and present ideas. The pupils bring ideas
that they are interested in exploring further. The forum provides
a wonderful opportunity for our senior pupils to develop
presentations skills and to learn how to lead a Q&A session –
all valuable tools as they begin to apply to consider studying the
Sciences at Higher Education.
The Science Olympiads are a natural opportunity for our more
able pupils, and, this year we had our first pupil attempt the
Astronomy Olympiad (a project launched in 2015 for pupils to take
part in a range of competition papers that focus on Astronomy
and Astrophysics).
We run numerous support sessions for pupils to help them prepare
for interviews, encouraging them to look beyond the specification
and look to apply their knowledge and understanding to the wider
scientific world. The new GCSE course has drawn in a number
of topics that were previously taught at A Level, and this offers
opportunity for all of our younger pupils to explore things such
as the excitation of electrons and atomic spectra; mass loss and
nuclear power; the red shift of light; and big bang theory.

What can we look forward to?
We’ve already welcomed Science Scope (an organisation who link
new technology with science education) to Downside this year,
and we’re looking forward to collaborating on a number of exciting
projects moving forward. Their arrival into the school has provided
pupils with the wonderful opportunity to talk to scientists and
engineers who use their knowledge and understanding of science in
their daily work. At present, we have a large number of pupils who
aspire to become engineers… watch this space!
As a department, we are excited at the prospect of the new,
rigorous yet exciting Key Stage 3 curriculum, which is closely allied
to the 9-1 GCSE.
We will begin to introduce mentoring opportunities for older
pupils to run support sessions for younger pupils. As the old adage
goes, you don’t truly understand something until you have to
explain it to someone else! I can’t wait to witness the benefit to
pupils both old and young as these sessions begin to take place.
Come and speak to Mr Rigby at our Sixth Form Open Day in the
Michaelmas term to learn more.

THE APPLIANCE OF

SCIENCE
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Reyna: I wrote about the international monetary system. I explored the inherent asymmetry of the
system as I found it worth researching as it’s so closely related to our daily lives. I concluded that
the asymmetry in the system is inevitable. I intended to build a mathematical model on this topic
but found it too complex to explain and demonstrate so am already continuing to build it now,
beyond this first project. One day I’d like to study maths or economics at university. I gained a lot
from this project; you can really deepen academic knowledge on the topic you are interested in.
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"The EPQ requires a lot of work and preparation.
However, the satisfaction and benefits
are definitely worth it."
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Each year, it’s fascinating to witness the astounding range of topics selected by our pupils for
study in their Extended Project Qualification (EPQ). The EPQ is an award that Sixth Form
pupils can elect to study during their Lower Sixth year. It enables pupils to embark on a selfdirected project. A number of pupils spoke to us shortly after submitting their project.

Oscar: I chose to write about the concept of Identity Politics and its effect on the modern political
and social landscape. I especially focussed on the impact it has on the right to freedom of speech
and freedom of expression. I chose this topic as I think it will be prominent in political discourse in
the coming years. I came to the conclusion that a society which chooses to focus on group identity
will often ignore or bypass the right to free speech which is the basis of most western democracies.
I think I’ll continue to be interested in politics when I’m at university, and in this topic specifically.
I definitely feel that my essay-writing and research skills have improved, and I would absolutely
recommend the EPQ to younger pupils. I’m hoping to study engineering when I leave Downside.

Aleksandra: I’d like to study psychology, either with another language or linguistics, one day. I chose
to write about the effect of bilingualism on second language acquisition. I’ve always been interested
in languages and have often wondered if bilinguals have an advantage while learning another
language. I will definitely continue to explore this topic as it combines psychology and language,
which are my two big passions.
The EPQ provided opportunity to develop my skill in essay-writing, presentation, data analysis and
selection, whilst expanding my vocabulary and knowledge of the topic. The EPQ requires a lot of
work and preparation. However, the satisfaction and benefits are definitely worth it.
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Vera: Although it was time-consuming, I found the EPQ worth doing as you gain a much deeper
understanding of the topic. I wrote about the change of the partner-choosing custom before and
after the Cultural Revolution, which was an important shift of cultural and social values in Chinese
society. I would like to study sociology at university when I leave Downside and will continue to
explore my chosen topic.

Jonathan: I chose the question: ‘Is stem cell therapy the solution to all diseases?’ as I wish to study
medicine at university. I concluded that stem cells show incredible potential that could
change how we see medicine, but, it is too early to show a definite conclusion and more
research is needed. I will continue to explore this topic as I was fascinated by what
I discovered. I have gained valuable skills in both research and independent learning,
which will be really useful at university. The process of studying for an EPQ was
challenging but the reward and experience gained meant that it was definitely worth it.

DO YOU
FOLLOW US?
instagram.com/downsideabbey
youtube.com/user/DownsideAbbey

Fae: The EPQ provides a unique opportunity to study something in which you have a great interest
and gain a qualification for it. My title was ‘Is the term post-truth a strictly modern concept?’. I
wrote about modern post-truth politicians, such as Donald Trump and Nigel Farage and compared
their use of language to that of the sophists and orators of Ancient Greece and Rome. I deemed
that although the phrase is modern, having been coined in 1992, the underlying concepts are
antediluvian. I wish to study linguistics at university through which I shall continue to study the uses
of language and effects of persuasive speech.

soundcloud.com/downsideabbey
facebook.com/DownsideSchool
twitter.com/DownsideSchool

"I gained a lot from this project; you can
really deepen academic knowledge on
the topic you are interested in"
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GIRLS,
GIRLS,
GIRLS…
Co-educational schools offer equal
leadership opportunities for 21stcentury girls.
Downside has been co-educational since
2005 and our girls continue to compete
extremely well in terms of academic
achievement, last year representing
75% of the A*/A pupil cohort.
We’ve witnessed some remarkable
performances. Last year, Mildred Maybury,
one of the pupils awarded the Gregorian
Medal (the School’s highest honour),
achieved straight A*/As in the sciences
and plans to study medicine next year.
Maria Zielinska, who joined for the Sixth
Form, achieved three A*s and two As to
win her place at UCL.
Many Old Gregorians' who remember the
school as a school ‘for boys’, comment on
how well-mannered and respectful pupils
of both sexes are of one another. When
Downside pupils finish their education,
they are able to work confidently together
– at university and into the workplace – as
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men and women as equals. This year, our
girls have continued to smash the glass
ceiling, excelling in all areas and pushing
into new territory.
A number of our girls formed the first
Downside Girls’ Cricket team under
the guidance of Alfonso Thomas, this year.
The girls have taken part in a number of
fixtures against schools across the region
and are really enjoying the experience!
Keep eyes peeled for news of their
victories soon.
We’re also delighted with news that Fabiola
Fernández-Cuervo Medrano has been
offered a place to study on the two-month
summer course at Stanford University.
Fabiola, who is currently studying A
Levels in Physics, Maths and Biology, will
elect to take part in courses related to
computing and bio-engineering during
the two-month residential course. She
will be able to attend undergraduate
lectures and benefit from mentoring

sessions to help her determine her
longer-term study and career options.
I would like to study Computer Science at
university, with Biotechnology, too. Downside
has helped me to explore the various careers
that I could be interested in, helping me to
understand both the academic and lifestyle
needs of my chosen path.
My typical day at Downside involves lessons
throughout the day, time with my friends
after supper, and then onto prep. Following
prep, I tend to spend time in the boarding
house talking with the other girls. The best
thing about Downside is that it feels like a
close family. Everyone is so friendly to each
other no matter where you are from. The
international pupils are really well integrated
with the British pupils. I joined Downside
for Sixth Form (in September 2017), having
previously studied at Mayfield School in East
Sussex for my GCSEs. I was introduced to
Downside through my brother, as he studied
here before me, and my family have been
coming to Downside for years.

Girls, girls, girls
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ANIMATION
WITH JUNIORS

Our Artist-in-Residence, Harriet Croucher, has
really inspired a number of our junior pupils to get
into story-telling and acquire new technical skills as
budding animators. Earlier in the academic year we
were impressed by their debut films. Recently, Caspar
Shaw, Maks Krishan and Ambrose Mui were ‘Highly
Commended’ at the Black Swan Young Open Exhibition,
in Frome, for their stop-motion animated film, Romance
with Aliens. Watch this space for more!
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"I have absolutely loved working with the pupils, and introducing them to animation. It's such an immersive
media, and utilises multiple skills, both technical and creative. Some of the pupils made some beautifully
painted backgrounds, or inventively designed characters which others were able to act through to give
convincing performances. Other pupils found themselves drawn to film editing and sound design, and we even
have a few budding directors! What I love about animation, is that it is so versatile. This year it has been used
to bring poetry to life, create surrealist fine art installations, and for some entertaining (and very funny) short films.
The pupils at Downside have approached animation with passion and enthusiasm, and I am delighted that their dedication has earned them
the incredible opportunity to showcase their work; we’re delighted that one of the films has even been accepted to a film festival in Italy!"
Harriet Croucher

Animation with juniors
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EASTER
RETREAT
The Easter Retreat at Downside grows in strength each
year. This popular event for offers those of all ages an
opportunity to recharge the batteries and renew the
spiritual petrol. Visitors who book in advance can stay
on-site or otherwise attend as day-delegates and take
part in the full range of activities from the cross walk,
to talks and the liturgy in the Abbey Church. To enquire
about reservations for 2019, call 01761 235100 or visit
www.downside.co.uk and search ‘Easter’.
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THIS IS
STRATTONON-THEFOSSE
CALLING

DOWNSIDE HAS EXPERIENCED
QUITE THE ‘MEDIA’ YEAR.

In October, our beautiful grounds featured in
BBC Four’s Meditations from the Monastery,
a three-part series featuring an hour of
‘Slow TV’ material following the Monastic
Community of Downside. An accompanying
five-part radio series was also produced
for BBC Radio 3 and released as a podcast
series. The monks also sang live for BBC
Radio 3’s Early Music Show from the
Wellcome Collection celebrating their ‘Music
and Memory’ season.
Following a bitter winter, we celebrated the
call of summer with BBC Radio Somerset
as they broadcast their Breakfast show
live from Downside on 1st May. Pupils
clambered to the top of the Roberts Tower
to sing live to the county! What a fantastic
experience! The sunshine even made a
magnificent appearance, with our school
site looking just as glorious.
Look out for Downside on the BBC Radio
1 YouTube channel in the coming months…
monks are trendy now.

Images:
BBC Radio Somerset – May Morning
Madrigals live Breakfast Show from Downside
BBC Radio 3 – Early Music Show
BBC Four – Meditations from the
Monastery
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DOWNSIDE

CODERS

Junior pupils have been making good progress in coding this year under the
guidance of a new Teacher of Computing, Ian Ramsden. With a Coding Club
available, there is plenty planned for the coming months. We’re also excited
about the arrival of Science Scope at Downside; they bring the very latest
research in technology and education with them. Our pupils have access to
explore the Internet of Things and experiment with new equipment, such as
Micro:bit technology for coding, and DynaKar for use with mathematics, physics
and design. Watch this space for news of their creations!
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TEACHER PROFILES

S

PORT AT DOWNSIDE IS FLOURISHING. THIS YEAR, WE’VE
WELCOMED TWO KEY MEMBERS OF STAFF INTO THE DEPARTMENT
WHO, WITH THEIR BOUNDLESS ENTHUSIASM, WILL CONTINUE TO
ENSURE THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR PUPILS AT DOWNSIDE.

EMILY EDWARDS arrived at Downside,
as our new Head of Girls’ Games and
Netball Development, in January 2018.
Emily has worked in a number of schools
in the South West, including King Edward’s
School, Bath, St Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, and
Matravers School, Wiltshire. She completed
undergraduate and PGCE degrees at the
University of Bath and is also a Level 2
Netball Coach; she has also worked for
England Netball. Our pupils have really
enjoyed working with Miss Edwards
throughout this year, and she’s become
a key anchor of the community.
We also welcomed a new Head of Hockey
Development and Head of Academic PE,
BEN EDGE, in September 2017. Ben is a
professional player and currently represents
Hockey Wales as a senior mens squad
player. He was educated at the University
of Exeter where he gained a BSc (hons) in
Sports Science, before undertaking a PGCE
in teaching Secondary PE. Ben has coached
the girls’ U18A and U18B teams during
Michaelmas and also led the boys into
their fixtures.
In addition to their busy teaching schedules,
both Ben and Emily have visited our young
friends at local prep and primary schools
to help spread news of our top-quality
performance here at Downside.
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What attracted you to work at Downside?
Ben – Having visited the school for a Canford Schools Conference while working in Devon,
I was impressed by the picturesque setting and welcoming feel from both staff and pupils. As
soon as I saw the advert to work at Downside this was an opportunity I did not want to miss.
We are extremely lucky and privileged to have such a school in its location within Somerset.
Emily – Being Head of Girls’ Games and Head of Netball Development is a dream job
for me; I get to do what I am passionate about on a daily basis and have fun doing it! On
my first visit to Downside the ethos and values of the sports department matched mine
instantly and I knew I wanted to work here – the school is inclusive and supportive and
they are so keen to invest in girls’ sport, it’s great! We’re collectively building a girls games
department that promotes healthy, active, engaged and motivated young ladies at the
centre of it and it’s great to be a part of.
What have you found most surprising during your first year here?
Emily – How welcoming the staff and pupil body have been and how enthusiastic everyone
is to drive girls’ sport forward – it shouldn’t be a surprise really but everyone is so eager –
it’s exciting!
Ben – I have been surprised by the level of support staff offer each other and the pupils.
Before starting work here, I had yet to come across any educational environment that
genuinely cares about its pupils as much as Downside. Every individual is truly appreciated.
What are your aspirations for the pupils that you teach?
Ben – I hope that the pupils I teach or coach find a true passion for any subject – not just
Sport or PE. I want them to be engaged and enthusiastic about the potential they have and
quietly ambitious about what they can achieve in their adult lives. I like to think Downside
offers a truly holistic education that turns our young people into well-rounded and caring
individuals who will make a difference.
Emily – I want pupils to be the best they can be and thrive in whatever environment they
choose. I wanted a career in teaching because I am passionate that all pupils leave school
having a lifelong appreciation and enjoyment for sport and physical activity.
Are you excited about the future of your specialist sport at Downside?
Ben – We have great ambition and desire to improve and progress hockey at Downside,
and this is not just the staff members. I am already excited to see what we produce in the
next few years before setting our goals even higher.
Emily – So excited! There is so much potential here and the girls here are great; they are
eager to learn and keen to get going. It’s also great having links to the Team Bath Netball
programme, a relationship we are looking to develop further by bringing in their coaching
resources and sending girls out into their clubs and academy programmes. Watch this space!

SPORT
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THIS YEAR WE’VE BEEN TALKING A LOT
ABOUT A ‘LIFE FULLY LIVED’ AND HOW
ADOPTING A POSITIVE GROWTH
MIND-SET CAN ENABLE US TO LIVE IN
A FULFILLING WAY THAT HELPS US TO
REACH OUR POTENTIAL.
FOR CENTURIES, PHILOSOPHERS HAVE
EXPLORED WHAT IT MEANS TO BE
HAPPY. IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, IN
THE MIDST OF UNCERTAIN TIMES,
ONE COULD ARGUE THAT WE HAVE
WITNESSED GROWING APPETITE
FOR SPIRITUAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL
EXPLORATION. WITHIN ALL OF THIS,
TELEVISION’S DERREN BROWN HAS
BECOME A SPOKESMAN FOR THE
ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY OF STOICISM,
A METHOD THAT OFFERS PRACTICAL
WAYS TO ADOPT A POSITIVE MIND-SET.
AS A CATHOLIC COMMUNITY, WHAT
CAN WE LEARN? HOW MUCH DOES
THIS PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY HAVE
IN COMMON WITH THE TEACHINGS
OF ST BENEDICT?
TEACHER OF RELIGIOUS STUDIES
AND HOUSE MASTER OF ROBERTS,
STEPHEN OTTEWELL, EXPLAINS WHAT
STOICISM IS:

WHAT DO
ST BENEDICT
AND TV’S
DERREN BROWN
HAVE IN
COMMON?
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You may think of the word ‘stoic’ simply as
an adjective to describe someone who is
calm under pressure, or with a ‘stiff upper lip’.
However, the original philosophy was much
more than just an attitude. Stoic philosophy
teaches us a lot about virtue, tolerance and
self-control – these ancient philosophers
believed that everything around us operates
according to a web of cause and effect, and
in a rational structure of the universe, which
they called logos.
The Stoics argued that whilst we may not
always have control over the events affecting
us, we can control our perception of them;
they argue that if we change our attitude the
pain can disappear. We may be acquainted
with the concept of ‘reframing’ a problem
as an opportunity – this is something they
championed. In fact, Stoicism is a huge
influence on modern Cognitive Behavioural
Therapy (CBT). As we focus on ensuring
we experience a ‘Life Fully Lived’ it is useful
for us to consider two questions that were
important to the stoics:

• How can we lead a fulfilling
and happy life?
• How can we become better
human beings?
The goal of Stoicism is to attain inner
peace. The ancient Stoics achieved this by
learning how to overcome misfortune;
practising restraint; being wary of impulses;
and accepting our transient nature. They
believed that it was crucial to understand the
obstacles we face, rather than to run from
them. The Stoics focussed on refining four
main virtues in order to achieve their goals:
• WISDOM – enabling us to navigate
complex situations;
• TEMPERANCE – possessing self-restraint
and moderation;
• JUSTICE – treating others with fairness;
• COURAGE – by facing daily challenges
with clarity and integrity. As Seneca, one
of the `most famous Roman Stoics, wrote:
"Sometimes, even to live is an act of
courage."

“EVERYTHING CAN BE TAKEN
FROM A MAN BUT ONE THING:
THE LAST OF THE HUMAN
FREEDOMS – TO CHOOSE ONE’S
ATTITUDE IN ANY GIVEN SET OF
CIRCUMSTANCES, TO CHOOSE
ONE’S OWN WAY.” Viktor E Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning
St Benedict and Derren Brown
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One of the greatest Christian minds,
St Thomas Aquinas, admired its focus on the
virtues. Marcus Aurelius – one of Rome’s
greatest emperors – was also one of the
most famous Stoic writers. Over the course
of his reign, Stoicism gave him the resolve
to lead the Empire through two major wars.
The writing of Marcus Aurelius was also a
huge influence on Nelson Mandela through
27 years of captivity during his struggle
for racial equality in South Africa. Another
important Stoic was the philosopher

‘THE ANCIENT PAGAN
PHILOSOPHERS HAD SOMETHING
TO TELL US AND THEY WERE
CERTAINLY INSPIRED IN THEIR
MOMENTS OF GREAT WISDOM. ALL
PHILOSOPHERS ESSENTIALLY ASPIRE
TO CHRISTIANITY…
AFTER ALL, GOD IS TRUTH’. Dom Michael Clothier
Epictetus; he wrote that suffering stems not
from the events in our lives, but from our
judgements about them. Similarly, Viktor
Frankl's logotherapy – informed by Frankl's
own experience as a Holocaust survivor –
is based on the Stoic principle that we can
harness our willpower to fill our lives with
meaning, even in the bleakest situations.
“Everything can be taken from a man but
one thing: the last of the human freedoms
– to choose one’s attitude in any given set
of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.”
Viktor E Frankl, Man’s Search for Meaning
How can I practice Stoicism on a daily basis?
The comedian, Andy Zaltzman, in his BBC
Radio 4 programme exploring the topic,
recommended a number of methods: “The
Stoics had various 'spiritual exercises' they
practised regularly to transform their psyches.
One technique was to use a diary to keep
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track of their thoughts and actions each day,
to see whether they were making progress at
strengthening good habits and weakening bad
habits. Another was to memorize and repeat
philosophical maxims. They also practised
various visualization techniques to put things in
perspective, such as imagining seeing their life
from the perspective of space.”
He recommends a number of Stoic maxims:
‘It is in your power whenever you choose to
retire into yourself. For there is no retreat
that is quieter or freer from trouble than a
man’s own soul.’ Marcus Aurelius
'Practice yourself, for heaven's sake, in little
things, and then proceed to greater.' Epictetus
'We suffer more in imagination than in
reality.' Seneca

are required in adapting to changing
circumstances. All this is valued at Downside
and a range of resources are made available
– from materials in the Monastery Library to
the academic enrichment offered on a daily
basis – to enable all of our pupils to develop
clarity of thought. We strive to ensure the
‘stewardship of gifts’ in nurturing talent, and
work to harness a love of learning in all of
our pupils.
The Monastic Community personifies
temperance and there are famed examples
within the Rule such as “all things in moderation”
(RB 48-9). Actually this is about the demands
on the community…! Moderation in food and
drink is mentioned in Chapters 39 and 40
Stoicism encourages us to be thankful for what
we have by learning to live without.
Justice – in its Stoic interpretation – is sought
by treating others with fairness, regardless

of context. Christianity teaches us to look
after the weakest in society, and, within the
Rule we find ‘try to be first to show respect
to one another with the greatest patience in
tolerating weaknesses of body or character’
(RB 72:4). To observe the Rule is itself an act
of justice. Similarly, we can find courage by
simply following the Rule. However, there are
of course differences; after all, Stoicism is a
pagan philosophy. The Stoics were essentially
fatalists, in contrast to the Christian belief
in free-will, and many would disagree with
the sentiment that things – and situations
– are neither intrinsically good, nor bad.
Moreover there is much in the Rule of St
Benedict about the grace of God, which aids
natural human frailty; we are not just left
to the forces of the universe or our own
fallible rationality. Fr Michael summarised it
nicely: ‘the ancient pagan philosophers had
something to tell us and they were certainly
inspired in their moments of greatest

wisdom. All philosophers essentially aspire to
Christianity… after all, God is truth’.

FURTHER READING
Julia Annas, Ancient Philosophy: A Very Short
Introduction (Oxford, 2000)
Derren Brown, Happy (Bantum, 2016)
R. W. Sharples, Stoics, Epicureans and Sceptics:
An Introduction to Hellenistic Philosophy
(Routledge, 1996)
T. Irwin, Classical Thought (Oxford, 1989)
Julia Annas (ed.), Voices of Ancient Philosophy:
An Introductory Reader (Oxford, 2001)
William B. Irvine, A Guide to the Good Life:
The Ancient Art of Stoic Joy (Oxford, 2009)
John Sellars, Stoicism (Acumen, 2006)
Moses Hadas (ed.), Essential Works of
Stoicism (Bantam, 1961)

'Happy he who learns to bear what he
cannot change.' Friedrich Schiller
'God, grant me the strength to change the
things I can change, the courage to accept
the things I can not change, and the wisdom
to know the difference.' The Serenity Prayer

Derren Brown

How do Stoic principles overlap with the
teachings of St Benedict? At Downside,
we celebrate eight Benedictine Values and
there are clear parallels with the four main
components of stoic living: practical wisdom;
temperance; justice and courage.
Practical wisdom requires good decisionmaking, particularly by those who are in a
position of authority over others, and there
is a lot about this in the Rule with regard to
the Abbot in his governing of the community.
Consultation, even with the youngest, is
much valued, and prayer should be the first
step in any undertaking. Example is the best
way to teach, something all teachers need
to bear in mind. Both the encouragement
of a loving parent and that of a disciplinarian

St Benedict and Derren Brown
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FROM THE ARCHIVE

DOWNSIDE’S REGAL CONNECTIONS
It’s amazing what turns up in the Monastery Library. We
recently learnt of an amazing autograph book, which had been
given to Downside monk, Dom Martin Salmon, in the earlytwentieth century by his grandfather, Admiral Sir Nowell Salmon
VC, when he died. Within the book feature a range of famous
names, including Tsars, Kings and Queens.
One such name was that of Queen Mary, wife of King George
V, and grandmother of Queen Elizabeth. Of course, many of
us have been entranced by The Crown – incidentally, written
by OG Peter Morgan, and starring OG Jared Harris as King
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George VI – so it’s fascinating to see photos of Queen Mary
here at Downside. Queen Mary was the mother of Edward
VIII who abdicated in 1936 before her second son, George VI,
reigned as King until his death in 1952.
This year marks the 75th-anniversary of a tragic air crash
at Downside, which killed a number of boys. On the first
anniversary of the event, Queen Mary came to Downside to
lay a wreath and speak with the monks and boys. The serving
Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, also wrote of his sadness
at the event. Both photograph and letter exist in the archive.

From the archive
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PUPIL PROFILE

A WONDERFULL
LIFE (FULLY LIVED)
We spoke to Annabel and Freddy about their
experience of Downside as day pupils:
“I was at Combe Down Primary School before I came to
Downside two years’ ago. In the classroom, my favourite
subjects are Art, English and Geography, but I also take
part in a number of musical activities; I play the harp,
dance, and sing in the choirs. I like to stay for prep after
school each day but don’t usually stay for supper. I come to
school on Saturday and sing in the choir on a Sunday, but I
go home during the afternoons at weekends.” Annabel
We’re based in a wonderful part of England - on the
top of the Mendip Hills, an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. Many families move here to enjoy a tranquil life
and we’re delighted to welcome day pupils as well as
boarders to Downside School.
Our day option makes possible a combination of
features that helps not only the pupil, but the whole
family to live a full life, too. Our day pupils are able to
enjoy ‘everything but the bed’, taking meals and prep
during the course of each day and with the option to
stay until 9pm. This can be a huge help, especially with
families commuting for work.

“I’m captain of the U15 cricket team and am preparing for
my Grade 7 piano exam; my favourite subjects are Geography,
Physics and Greek. Most days I stay for supper and prep,
so I’m at school until 9pm. On Saturday the day starts with
normal lessons, and then we have lunch. Afterwards, we have
sports fixtures during the afternoon and then I go home;
I don’t normally come in on a Sunday. I was at All Hallows’
before coming to Downside two years ago.” Freddy
If you’re considering Downside for your child, or know
someone who might like to know more about our minibus
provision, please call us about new stops as we can adapt
them slightly each year. Call 01761 235100 today.

In recent years, we’ve increased our minibus provision
to enable pupils to travel to school independently. We
now run daily routes from trendy Frome (to the east),
from Bath (to the north), and the stunning Chew Valley
region (to the west).
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PRIMED TO
PERFECTION
Our grounds staff really go from strength to strength – we’re so proud of our wonderful site
and never more so than during the spectacular summer months with the pitches primed to
perfection. Everyone comments on the fantastic view from the Cricket Pavilion towards the
Abbey Church. What an inspiring setting for our boys and girls to work on their cricket technique!
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FORM LECTURE

TOPICAL DEBATE
AS OUR PUPILS BEGIN TO
CARVE THEIR FUTURE ROLES AS
CITIZENS WITHIN DEMOCRACY
– AND, IMPORTANTLY, AS
AMBASSADORS FOR GOOD –
THEY’RE CERTAINLY GRATEFUL
TO BE ABLE TO HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO ASK
QUESTIONS FROM LEADERS
OF THE DAY.
On Wednesday evenings, senior pupils
are invited to attend a lecture given in
the Gasquet Hall by a visiting speaker.
The talks chart the intellectual
spectrum, ranging from politics and
the economy, to charitable, military or
artistic topics.
Pupils recognise the value in hearing
from a range of thinkers and they
are often able to join the speaker
for supper afterwards.

by his uncle. He holds a Master of
Arts and Bachelor of Laws from
Cambridge University and is an
Honorary Fellow of Pembroke
College, Cambridge. He practised
as a barrister from 1964, became
a Queen’s Counsel in 1980, a High
Court Judge in 1986 and a Lord
Justice of Appeal in 1995. He is a
bencher of the Inner Temple and
was a judge of the Court of Justice
of the European Union between
2004 and 2012.
At the end of last year, Sir Konrad
featured in news headlines as
he joined fellow former judges,
including Lord Neuberger, Lord
Thomas and Lord Hope, in
grappling with the outcome of
Brexit. At the time, he told the
Commons Brexit committee that

the whole withdrawal process was
“an absolute can of worms”. “I
don’t think anybody had thought
it through when they put through
Article 50,” he added. “Now
someone is trying to operate it
and it poses a number of very
considerable problems.”
In recent year, speakers have
included a representative from the
Teenage Cancer Trust, writer Jeremy
Thomas and artist Angela Findlay on
her work in rehabilitating offenders
in prisons.
Our pupils certainly have the
opportunity to make an informed
decision and take a balanced
view when exploring such a range
of opinions!

Having enjoyed the opportunity
to hear from politician Jacob ReesMogg on his views on Brexit earlier
in the academic year, the pupils
were equally delighted to welcome
Sir Konrad Schiemann – a former
judge of the Court of Justice of the
European Union – to present a
different point of view.
Sir Konrad Schiemann was born in
Berlin in 1937. He was orphaned
during the war and came to England
in 1946 where he was brought up
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NEW
MANQUEHUE
TEAM
Downside School has hosted a resident community of lay
Benedictines – from the Manquehue Apostolic Movement, in Chile
– since 2015. The group work with the chaplaincy team within the
school, supporting the Monastic Community. >>
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EARLIER THIS YEAR WE SAID GOODBYE TO THE FOUNDING MEMBERS OF THE
TEAM, WELCOMING A NEW GROUP, AND THE PUPILS CURRENTLY WORK CLOSELY
WITH CRISTÓBAL VALDÉS, RODRIGO VIDAL, NICOLÁS MENEGHELLO, VICENTE
TAGLE, MARY TOWNSEND AND DIEGO LASO. WE SPOKE TO CRISTÓBAL ABOUT
THEIR EXPERIENCE:

Do you remember your first encounter with Downside/the monks?
We’ve all been to Downside before; some of us have formerly travelled during the Chilean
summertime (this is during January and February for us!). We’ve spent the past two years
working at Ampleforth, during which time we came to Downside to run retreats for the
alumni of the Benedictine schools – it’s a lovely event with former pupils working together
to strengthen spiritual friendship.
Fr James was the first Downside monk to arrive in Patagonia, in 2005. It’s only now that we
can fully understand the contrast that he felt when he arrived in Patagonia! Fr Leo came to
visit when he was Head Master and since becoming Prior he has continued to visit; he’s a
very good friend. Fr Michael has also visited Chile but sadly we didn’t see him as we were
already at Ampleforth by then.
Tell us what you’ve been working on with the pupils since you’ve arrived.
We have taken over the work formerly done by our female colleagues who preceded us at
Downside. We invite pupils to participate in weekly Lectio groups and for the older pupils
to lead and accompany them. We also do a lot of work with university-aged students. A lot
of pupils from Benedictine schools choose to take a gap year in Chile. It’s great how these
communities are growing – with the Weave of Manquehue we host retreats and welcome
students from across the country. Some came from Benedictine schools, some met in Chile
on a gap year, and others by association but no previously connection.

Having the Manquehue community close to our
monastery gives us a wonderful opportunity
to learn from each other and to discover fresh
ways of communicating the Benedictine life and
tradition to young people in today’s world.
Dom Leo Maidlow Davis

What are your hopes for the pupils of Downside, long-term?
We aim for every single pupil at Downside to have felt warmly invited to join Lectio;
nobody is left behind or missed out, everyone receives an encouraging invitation. We
would like to see the older pupils grow in their depth and understanding of Lectio and in
their leadership of the younger ones – we want them to leave with a contagious joy to be
shared with the world.
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Room with a

VIEW
Many of you will have already visited the
Monastery Library, either as an academic reader
or as a tour visitor, during the past few years
whilst the redevelopment project has been
underway. At the start of this academic year
we were thrilled to witness the final (and most
exciting) part of the building refurbishment take
place – the new windows! >>
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Previously, the windows had a brown mesh fabric masking the view beyond. However, it’s
now possible to take in a 360-degree view of the landscape beyond, towards landmarks
including Westbury’s ‘white horse’, the Cranmore water tower, and aspects of the City
of Bath. The best part of all, of course, is being able to take in a bird’s-eye view of our
magnificent neo-gothic Abbey Church.

MONKS IN THE
MILITARY

“For their new book, Monks in the Military,
James Hagerty and Steven Parsons have
plucked from the Congregation’s archives,
as well as some recent published works,
the stories of the remarkable fathers who
took temporary leave from the calm of their
monasteries to share the dangerous lives of
men in the trenches.”
David Twiston-Davies,
Catholic Herald (May 2018)

Available at
http://bit.ly/MilitaryMonks

£15.00
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CLUBS & SOCIETIES

debating
The art of debate is vital to the good health of democracy. At Downside, we’re proud that our pupils, in
defining their character as powerful ambassadors for good, are engaged fully in constructive debate.
The Abingdon Society, which was founded in 1859, is open to pupils aged 14 and above and is
believed to be one of the oldest school debating societies in England. It provides an opportunity
to discuss pertinent issues at an intellectual level. Application to join the Knowles Society is offered
to senior pupils who aspire to apply for places at Oxbridge, or onto medical or veterinary schools,
in order to push rhetoric to the next level in preparation for entrance interviews.

Debating in schools seems to teach you things
unlearnable in other ways: not only how to
construct an argument (and rejig it on the hoof),
but how its success depends more than
anything on the form of its expression.
(Sam Leith, author of You Talkin’ to Me? Rhetoric from Aristotle to Obama).

AC Grayling, in Democracy and Its Crisis, expresses a ‘need for compulsory civic education in schools’ as one of
the three fundamental issues to ensure a healthy democratic future. He fears ‘While we look at the screens
of our televisions and mobile phones, others with agendas have their fingers in the pockets of our democracy,
on the steering wheel of our democracy, on the keys to our democracy, on the credit cards of our democracy.’
When we listen to the healthy debate that takes place in the halls of Downside, we don’t need to fear…
our pupils are engaged in reasoned debate and the health of democracy.

(Pictured: the gavel and bell used by Downside’s aspiring politicians and lawyers)
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WE WERE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT ADRIAN AYLWARD WAS APPOINTED
CHAIR OF GOVERNORS EARLIER IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR.
Adrian was educated at Worth School and Oxford University, before spending nine
years in the City and in Industry, latterly as CEO of a public company. In 1992 he moved
into education and was Head Master of Stonyhurst College (from 1996 to 2006) and
subsequently Head Master of Leweston School, Dorset, until 2015. He has since worked
as an educational consultant.

REFLECTIONS
What motivates you as Chair of Governors?
I owe much to my own Benedictine education and am delighted to give something back
as Chair of Governors. I was in a large part inspired by the intellectual and spiritual life of
the monks and lay staff that I knew when I was young. I believe that the education offered
at Downside enables the pupils to grow and thrive as human beings and to be forces for
the good as they lead their lives after school. I am also motivated by the desire to help the
school improve and continue its search for excellence.
What is it you have noticed about Downside pupils?
I have always noticed Downside’s pupils’ capacity for friendship and generosity: they have
a genuine courtesy and warmth. They do learn to think for themselves and develop their
own conscience. Old Gregorians find themselves in all sort of walks of life and there is
no stereotype.

I have always noticed Downside’s pupils’
capacity for friendship and generosity
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TALL

TALES
The ‘Fosse Way’ is a Roman road, which journeys
from Exeter in the South West to Lincoln in the
North East. Key locations along the route include
Ilchester, Bath, Cirencester and Leicester. The suffixes
-chester, -caster and -cester denote that the place
was a Roman castrum, i.e. military camp or fort.
Incidentally, in Wales, the same applies but as a prefix,
Caer-, meaning fortress or citadel.

LINCOLN

STRATTON-ON-THE-FOSSE

EXETER
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It is thought that the Fosse Way began as a ditch
marking the frontier of Roman rule in Iron Age
Britain, i.e. the south easterly corner of the country.
Following the invasion of southern Britain, the mining
of lead and silver took place in the Mendip Hills,
and Bath gradually became a centre of commerce.
Stratton-on-the-Fosse, the home of Downside School
since 1814, perhaps unsurprisingly sits directly on the
Fosse Way and translates as ‘street on the ditch’ (we
prefer Stratton-on-the-Fosse!).
When you’re next visiting Downside, take a moment
to explore some of the fascinating Roman sites in
the area. Somerset was part of the Roman Empire
from 47AD to around 409AD. You can find evidence
of Roman life at Maesbury Fort, the Roman Baths,
Ham Hill, and, of course, Ilchester where the Fosse
Way met another Roman road from Dorchester and
Yeovil. In 2010, just over 52,000 Roman coins were
discovered in nearby Frome… search for the Frome
Hoard to learn more!
This year it’s the 1,975th anniversary of the Roman
Invasion so we took a wander around the archives
to explore our history with this ancient route. We
enjoyed looking at a number of old exercise books
from a visit to the nearby fields and woodlands, where
pupils took part in excavation work with the monks.
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Our pupils present a range of choral, musical and
dramatic performances throughout the year.
Please visit bit.ly/DownsideEvents for full listings.

LIVE
DRAMA
MUSIC

ARTS

EVENTS
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downside SCHOOL
Our life here, from
dawn until dusk,
helps us become

FULLY
HUMAN,
AS WELL
AS FULLY
QUALIFIED
Registered Charity No: 1158507

FIND OUT
WHY ON

Saturday 13th October 2018 (16+)
Saturday 3rd November 2018 (11-18)
Saturday 2nd March 2019 (11-18)
Saturday 18th May 2019 (11-18)
To book call 01761 235100
www.downside.co.uk

